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File preview

Rank



Player



Pos



College



Grade



Projection



Ideal Scheme Fit/Usage



What I Would Say in Meetings



1



Myles Garrett



EDGE1



Texas A&amp;M



95



Elite Starter



7-Technique



Elite athlete who flashes generational pass rushing abilities. Can beat you inside and out. If he has

something to work on, it would be utilizing his length to keep defenders away from his frame.



2



Malik Hooker



SAF1



Ohio State



87



Impact Starter



Cover 1 Topper



3



Reuben Foster



LB1



Alabama



86



Impact Starter



MIKE



4



Mike Williams



WR1



Clemson



83



Impact Starter



Split End



5



Forrest Lamp



OG1



Western Kentucky



83



Impact Starter



Flex



6



O.J. Howard



TE1



Alabama



83



Impact Starter



In-Line



7



Ryan Ramczyk



OT1



Wisconsin



81



Impact Starter



Zone Blocking



8



David Njoku



TE2



Miami



81



Impact Starter



Versatile



9



Dalvin Cook



RB1



Florida State



80



Impact Starter



Outside Zone



10



Evan Engram



TE3



Ole Miss



77



Starter



Move



11



Solomon Thomas



EDGE2



Stanford



76



Starter



5-Technique



12



Patrick Mahomes



QB1



Texas Tech



75



Starter



Air Coryell



13



Leonard Fournette



RB2



LSU



74



Starter



Gap Blocking



14



Corey Davis



WR2



Western Michigan



74



Starter



Flanker



15



Malik McDowell



DL1



Michigan State



74



Starter



4i-Technique



16



Kevin King



CB1



Washington



74



Starter



Press Man



17



Marcus Williams



SAF2



Utah



73



Starter



Cover 1



Exceptional single high safety. Crazy range and closing ability. Big and rangy. Good mental processing

coming downhill too. Can sort through trash and bring down ball carriers by himself with ease. Medical a

question, but checks almost every important box as a prospect.

Everything you want in a MIKE. Punisher that doesn't even need a head of steam to pack a punch.

Incredibly fluid for his size. Sticky in man coverage. Fantastic finisher. Very effective blitzer, even in the C

gap. Biggest question is the medical.

Focal point type of receiver. Physical as all get out. No fear in traffic. Plays the ball out of the air with the

best of them. Health will be important. Nitpicking flaw, but he plays a little upright and the isn't quickest

out of his breaks. Not going to win by separating at line but so physical it doesn't matter.

All about mirroring with Lamp. Technician. Plays with a strong base. So good at breaking down defenders

attempts at initial contact. Lacks length and will likely be forced to convert to guard in the league.

Excellent run blocker when engaged. Consistent C gap seal. Timing as a blocker could use work,

sometimes leaves for second level too early. Natural hands in passing game. Not the fastest TE, but very

quick to accelerate. Limited contested situations and intermediate usage at Bama.

Technician with great footwork. Rarely breaks his posture in pass pro. Recovery skills are top notch.

Skilled at all set types, and knows when to use them. Slow reaction skills at times. Can have hard time

establishing lines on containment angles and controlling defenders outside his frame.

Blazing speed for a TE. Physical pass catcher that wins in contested red zone jump ball situations. Solid

route runner that comes out of his breaks quickly. Athletic, but unrefined as a run blocker. Hand

placement inconsistent. Overextends, and opens up inside hip. Hands may be an issue, double catches at

times.

Stellar feet and change of direction skills. So quick. Great vision. Natural feel as a runner is unparalleled.

Very patient. Good long speed. Soft hands out of the backfield. Ball security could use some work. Offfield and work ethic questions.

Undersized move TE. Quick, precise route runner. Solid hands. Lean frame. More of a receiver than a pure

TE at under 220 pounds, but really good after the catch for his size. Long speed not quite same caliber

though.

Pure projection. Has all the tools to succeed though. Rarely saw any action in the C gap at Stanford.

Quickness inside is clear, but not sure how the twitch will transfer outside. Unrefined as a outside pass

rusher. Hasn't shown the balance needed to bend the arc in the limited outside snaps he has had.

Absolutely cannot stick inside as is, gets washed badly at times and only weighs 273. If he doesn't take as

an EDGE quickly, I may try to put 15 pounds on him and hope he can keep his first step at 3T.

Very strong arm. Beautiful deep ball. Great athlete. Fits the ball in very tight windows, but can go a little

overboard forcing it, and I'm not sure you can teach gunslinger out of him. Plays out of control at times,

but tough to stop when he is on. Footwork is a mess. Hips are often completely divergent of intended

target. Has a strong enough arm to not need to always throw from powerful base though. Often leaves

clean pockets. Could use a year to learn how to play under center.

Wow, Fournette is absolutely stellar in pass protection. You don't see that level of physicality from RBs

when blocking. As a runner, he's a pure specimen. So explosive. Will run you over rather than go around

you though. Lacks the top end agility and anticipation to consistently make you miss in the open field.

Certainly not a dealbreaker, but limits his value in ZBS. Will be at his best in gap blocking scheme

concepts.

Tall, fast, and can create after the catch. Track star player, get him the ball in space and he makes things

happen. Lanky frame. Hands are just average. Takes eyes off ball. Isn't as good in jump ball situations as

you want for a guy of his size. In his limited reps against higher lever comp got pushed around a bit.

Wins with explosive sheds and upper body disengagement in the run game. Rare ability to flip his hips

and run in pursuit at his size. Snap jumper as a pass rusher. Active hands. Has a strong club move he goes

to a lot. Isn't as explosive off the ball as advertised. Goes off book and breaks contain all the time. Work

ethic and coachability serious questions.

As long and rangy as you will find. Fantastic length and ball skills. Dominant up in the air. Rare athletic

ability. Lacks the physicality you expect with his size, as both a tackler and with his jams at the line. Soft

coming back to the ball in bail. Top heavy out of stems. Can be caught leaning. Really raw foot technique,

but should develop quickly due to minimal reps at CB.

Lean and explosive ball hawking safety. Ideal last line, but can be a split topper as well. Quick read and

react ability, with great ball skills to pair with it. Lack of size hurts his finishing ability as a tackler, but

breaks down well in space, with an eye at redirecting ballcarriers back into the teeth of the defense.



18



Haason Reddick



LB2



Temple



73



Starter



43 SAM



19



Garett Bolles



OT2



Utah



73



Starter



Zone Blocking



20



Marlon Humphrey



CB2



Alabama



73



Starter



Versatile



21



Derek Rivers



EDGE3



Youngstown State



72



Starter



7-Technique



22



Marshon Lattimore



CB3



Ohio State



72



Starter



Press Man



23



Budda Baker



SAF3



Washington



71



Starter



Versatile



24



Cam Robinson



OT3



Alabama



71



Starter



Gap Blocking



25



Alvin Kamara



RB3



Tennessee



70



Starter



Versatile



26



Josh Reynolds



WR3



Texas A&amp;M



70



Starter



Split End



27



Obi Melifonwu



SAF4



Connecticut



69



Contextual Starter



Cover 2



28



Christian McCaffrey



RB4



Stanford



69



Contextual Starter



Complementary



29



Sidney Jones



CB4



Washington



69



Contextual Starter



Press Man



30



Jamal Adams



SAF5



LSU



68



Contextual Starter



Cover 2



31



Carlos Henderson



WR4



Louisiana Tech



68



Contextual Starter



Flanker



32



DeShone Kizer



QB2



Notre Dame



68



Contextual Starter



Air Coryell



33



Duke Riley



LB3



LSU



68



Contextual Starter



WILL



34



John Ross



WR5



Washington



68



Contextual Starter



Flanker/Slot



35



Gareon Conley



CB5



Ohio State



67



Contextual Starter



Press Man



36



George Kittle



TE4



Iowa



67



Contextual Starter



In-Line



Huge projection given that he was almost completely an EDGE rusher at Temple, but he fits best as a

stacked LB at the next level. Great run and chase ability. Dynamic athlete who should continue to

develop in coverage with more reps too. See a lot of Bruce Irvin here.

Smooth athlete with natural footwork and agility. Gets to his spot with angular reach blocks, and

fantastic feel for when to climb up the ladder. Doesn't win in attack mode in terms of leg drive and gap

clearing ability. Potentially comes off a fifth year option at 30, but young in football years.

Physical press corner with great jamming ability at the line, and good enough feet to play off if needed.

Pops people in the run game. Click and close is fantastic. Great athlete, but has developed sloppy

footwork because of his reliance on his tools. Really struggles to adjust to the ball in the air downfield.

Impressive get off. Wins with speed rather than power, but flashed the ability to create leverage at the

Senior Bowl. Good lateral agility and reaction time. Defends the read option well. Gets locked up when

opposing lineman are able to keep their hips square and get hands on him.

Long and fast. Light feet. Can stop and go with the best of them. Smooth hips. Springs to the ball in run

defense. Hesitant to land jams in press. Gives up inside release often and is grabby in recovery.

Versatile chess piece who flies around on the back end. Can play single high, in cover 2, or move around

the slot box. Great at baiting passers into trying to thread tiny needles down the field. Fiery sparkplug

who pops guys at the catch point, even though he is undersized. Not going to want him alone against

bigger TEs down the field.

Hulking blocker who wins with power at the point of attack. Nasty. Has a good frame, but needs to use

with long arms more consistently. Gives up his chest and allows defenders to get into his body and dictate

way more than he should. Balance needs work. Needs to kill interviews.

Dynamic in open space, yet still physical enough to run through arm tackles. Good hands. Very detailed

downfield route runner out of the backfield. Insane balance and ankle flexibility gives him more time to

change directions in the open field. Ideal build. Physical enough to run through arm tackles. Quicker than

fast though.

Great ball skills. Pair that with good speed/height combo and you get a nice vertical threat. Strong upper

body, knows how to create space with his hands. Toe tapper that makes impressive sideline grabs.

Decisive route runner. Good blocker. Long strider who won't win separating at the line.

Checks every box from a traits perspective. Not a thumper, but can finish and takes good angles in the

run game. Read and react skills in coverage are average. Hips are very smooth but displays false

footwork at times. Can be fooled underneath.

Very quick back. Great lateral agility, lethal in open field. Anticipation and patience is impressive. Good

hands out of the backfield. Detailed in pass protection. Was deployed in the slot at Stanford, but is a

choppy route runner who struggles to adlib and get open when a play breaks down. Lacks elite speed.

Sticky in almost any type of coverage. Route diagnostic skills through the roof. Ability to close while the

ball in the air is special. Fantastic ball skills, always attacks the ball in the air. Puts out a physical press at

the line. Plays bigger than his listed size, but he can only be so physical at 186. Not a great tackler. #4

overall player before injury (84 grade).

Fluid player that just glides around the second level. But cannot finish. At times he's a corkscrew tackler

who turns his head early trying to slam people and whiffs, while at other times he seems totally

complacent. Not the consistent enforcer you want for his size. Takes bad angles in backside contain.

Needs to learn to slow play. Guesses wrong all the time in zone coverage.

Very good speed. Nice vertical and impressive ball skills leads to a lot of wins in downfield and goal line

jump ball situations. Natural hands. Hangs on in contested situations. Not elite changing directions, but

solid YAC creator. Willing blocker. Offensive transition will be big, will need to establish full route tree at

next level.

Great frame. Solid athletic ability, though I wouldn't call him dynamic. Very patient while going through

progressions. Good anticipation. Moves well in the pocket. Above average arm strength. Sound footwork.

A bit of a long release. Safe pick.

One year starter who came on as the year went. Fantastic athlete. Insane acceleration in pursuit. Can flip

his hips and run. Showed flashes of being a tremendous coverage guy. Overaggressive coming downhill at

times. Isn't going to occupy gaps, but can make tackles in the open field when kept clean.

Vertical threat. Explosive in the short game. Good hands. YAC machine. Quick in and out of his routes,

runs a close to full tree. Very small frame. Not physical at all. Doesn't win at catch point. Ball security an

issue.

Great ball skills. Attacks the ball in the air with the best of them. Tall and lean frame. Traits support him

being a press corner but lacks functional strength. Aggressive run defender but a weak tackler. Gets

pushed around by more physical wideouts down the field. Struggles with timing based routes because of

slow reaction time.

The whole package. Sure handed, athletic enough to challenge the toppers, and an exceptional blocker.

You won't find many TEs that are this physical. Could stand to get more detailed as a route runner, with

simple things like coming back to the ball. Footwork out of breaks isn't the cleanest either.



Wins with relentless hand fighting and motor inside. Has a good first step and a bevy of pass rush moves

that he deploys. Will get washed out of the A gap at the next level. Needs to pack more weight on to stick

on the interior, but he may be near maxed out with his frame. Have been told medical is bad, ehich brings

down the grade.

43 base end. Decent athletic ability and get off. Instinctual run defender who doesn't go off book and

vacate. Reads read options well. Good hand usage. Lacks flexibility, but comes back to the passer well if

they over. Swim move is NFL caliber, but doesn't go to it a lot. High floor prospect. Curious to see how

well he tests.

Strong and fluid athlete with a high ceiling. Has the quickness the get out of his stance on reach blocks,

and the strength to dictate outside his frame. Testing didn't really match the tape, but his mental

processing prowess and ability to quickly read/react to what defenders are doing from the snap helps

explain that discrepancy. Medical is a big issue.

Raw, aggressive, and fluid driving downhill. Good ball skills and click/close. Can overpursue at times, and

is prone to taking too hard of angles. Lean frame that can roll off of ball carriers at times. Tackling

technique could use work. Can get caught staring at the QB and taking his eyes off his assignment in man.

Nuanced pass rusher with a full repertoire. Great mental processing ability. Rushes with a plan and

builds on moves. Good balance up the arch. Limited athlete who lacks twitch. Overanxious run defender.

Medical will be vital.

Good athlete. Flashes great initial burst, but inconsistent in showing that. Prototypical size. Has the skill

set to play on all three downs, and slide up and down the line. Ideal fit is as a 4i or maybe even as a 3T.

Motor a question. Loses the hand fighting battle at times.

Explodes downhill. Can run with HBs out of the backfield and TEs vertically. Two step redirect is on point.

Take bad angles at times, and misses strike zone often when making tackles. Not strong enough to get

away with arm tackles at the next level. Got pushed around by Bama. Struggles to disengage. Lacks

discipline in the run and pass game, vacating zones and overshooting gaps in run fills.

Moldable clay with tons of raw power in his legs. Nice frame that can sustain blocks in motion. Drive

blocking is where he wins. Looks for work. Struggles to get set laterally. Takes bad angles when resetting

or meeting defenders in the open field. Needs to hit his landmarks more consistently.



37



Jonathan Allen



DL2



Alabama



67



Contextual Starter



3-Technique



38



Jordan Willis



EDGE4



Kansas State



67



Contextual Starter



7-Technique



39



Dan Feeney



OG2



Indiana



66



Contextual Starter



Zone Blocking



40



Josh Jones



SAF6



N.C. State



66



Contextual Starter



Cover 2



41



Carl Lawson



EDGE5



Auburn



66



Contextual Starter



7-Technique



42



Chris Wormley



DL3



Michigan



65



Contextual Starter



4i-Technique



43



Jarrad Davis



LB4



Florida



65



Contextual Starter



43 WILL



44



Dorian Johnson



OG3



Pittsburgh



64



Contextual Starter



Gap Blocking



45



Charles Harris



EDGE6



Missouri



64



Contextual Starter



7-Technique



Snap jumper with active hands and a bevy of counter moves. Lacks natural feel as a run defender, often

trying to finesse his way to the ball carrier and vacating his lane. Not a great athlete.



46



Gerald Everett



TE5



South Alabama



64



Contextual Starter



Move



Dynamic playmaker. Extremely athletic. Rare speed and acceleration at the TE position. Physical. Willing

blocker with the strength to move second level defenders. Makes catches in traffic and on jump balls. A

bit of a body catcher though, which may be problematic in the red zone at the next level. Level of comp a

question, but put up good tape against San Diego State, NC State, Mississippi State. Measured in way

smaller than he was listed though.



47



Tyus Bowser



LB5



Houston



64



Contextual Starter



43 SAM



48



Joe Mixon



RB5



Oklahoma



64



Contextual Starter



Complementary



49



Derek Barnett



EDGE7



Tennessee



63



Contextual Starter



7-Technique



50



Justin Evans



SAF7



Texas A&amp;M



62



Contextual Starter



Zone Blocking



51



T.J. Watt



EDGE8



Wisconsin



62



Contextual Starter



34 SAM



52



Chad Hansen



WR6



California



62



Contextual Starter



Split End



Pure projection due to body change. Came in to Mobile at 244, and moved fine at that weight after playing

in the 225 range. Didn't get pushed around as much he did on tape. Had him slated as a stacked LB before

the Senior Bowl. Wasn't great in coverage, followed QBs eyes like a book. May be able to play designated

pass rusher or 43 SAM rotationally, but he's a huge question mark as a base C-gapper due to the lack of

reps. If he continues putting on weight and plays EDGE, cleaning up his footwork should really help his

get-off.

Fast and explosive. Good feet and change of direction skills. Cutting ability is top notch. Insane ball skills

as a pass catcher out of the backfield, but also takes his eye of the ball leading to maddening drops. Lean

frame, but willing enough in pass pro to play on 3rd down. Runs high. Shows flashes of brilliant vision,

but is largely inconsistent at anticipating holes. Needs space. Not all that adept at creating yards between

the tackles. Serious character concerns.

Aggressive pass rusher who pairs great forward tilt with a great motor. Hand fighting is a plus. Natural

edge setter who knows his assignment in the run game and doesn't break contain. Good spacial

awareness to interrupt gaps when need be. Lacks a dominant trump card in terms of burst around the

hip or blowback speed to power conversion.

Explosive athlete who is smooth out of his pedal. Very impressive ball skills. Good bounce coming down

hill. Plays more physical than his lean frame. Slow to flip his hips and react to breakaway cutbacks in the

open field. Needs to work on breaking down in space. Mental processing and route diagnostic skills are

hit and miss.

Edge setter with good stack and shed ability from the outside. Displays good box tech. Testing numbers

don't match tape. Has good hand usage and builds up to decent inside counters, but not an explosive or

bendy pass rusher. Plays with high pad level.

Vertical threat that wins with long speed and great release at the line. Good feel for zone coverage

spacing, adept at popping down in gaps. Wins after the catch, can make defenders miss in the open field.

Solid frame. Makes some circus grabs, but the hands are not that consistent. Pulls his head off the ball.

Will be among league leaders in drops.



53



Fabian Moreau



CB6



UCLA



63



Contextual Starter



Versatile



54



Ethan Pocic



OC1



LSU



62



Contextual Starter



Flex



55



John Johnson



SAF8



Boston College



62



Contextual Starter



Versatile



56



Adoree' Jackson



CB7



USC



62



Contextual Starter



Zone Coverage



57



Tim Williams



EDGE9



Alabama



62



Contextual Starter



34 JACK



58



Jonnu Smith



TE6



Florida International



61



Contextual Starter



Move



59



Pat Elflein



OC2



Ohio State



61



Contextual Starter



Gap Blocking



60



Chidobe Awuzie



CB8



Colorado



61



Contextual Starter



Zone Coverage



61



Taco Charlton



EDGE10



Michigan



61



Contextual Starter



5-Technique



62



Eddie Jackson



SAF9



Alabama



61



Contextual Starter



Cover 1 Topper



63



Deshaun Watson



QB3



Clemson



61



Contextual Starter



West Coast



64



Corn Elder



CB9



Miami



60



Contextual Starter



Nickel



65



Zach Cunningham



LB6



Vanderbilt



60



Contextual Starter



43 SAM



66



Dion Dawkins



OG4



Temple



60



Contextual Starter



Gap Blocking



67



Tanoh Kpassagnon



EDGE11



Villanova



60



Contextual Starter



7-Technique



68



Quincy WIlson



CB10



Florida



60



Contextual Starter



Press Man



69



Mitch Trubisky



QB4



North Carolina



59



Role Player



Versatile



Fast mental processor that reads QBs eyes well underneath. Very fluid. Has the upper body strength to

jam at the line. Gets draped on by bigger targets down the field. Doesn't highpoint the ball or play it well

in the air, and sees a lot of penalties because of that.

Strong player than can sustain blocks both vertically and laterally. Active hands. In total control of when

he latches and releases. Plays with high pad level. Feet are a little clunky out of drive phase. Carries his

hands low which limits his leverage ability at times. Can struggle to keep half man relationship at times.

Quick read and react ability coming down hill, Fluid in click and close. Not a overly pshyical body, but

comes up with no fear in run fill lane. Takes some false steps when the ball is in the air. Ball prevention

skills aren't great. Needs to work on getting eyes around before ball arrives so he can play it in man.

Natural in bail coverage. Special teams may be where he ends up providing the most value. Great return

ability. Not a natural run defender, takes odd angles and while he tries he doesn't crave hitting people.

Antsy feet can cause him to bite up early.

On tape, one of the best five players in the class. Flashes good speed to power. Displays good bend and

ankle flexion off the corner. Disengaging with rips and swims is where he really shines though. Has a nice

first step and can flash winning on the outside hip too. Stays balanced while working through contact.

Motor is hit or miss. Off-field addiction questions need to be answered.

Another move TE, but a little bigger than Evan Engram. Quick out of his breaks. Natural hands. Creates

pretty well after catch. Doesn't win in jump ball situations. Doesn't offer much as a blocker either. Weird

off field incidents.

"Dirtbag" who plays nasty. Squatty frame that can pack a punch. Versatile. Wins by attacking defenders in

the short area. Can play guard and center. Has a nice anchor in pass protection when set, but struggles to

get off his spot and establish a base after coming off the ball. Limited athlete who is not going to land

reach blocks consistently.

Solid player who displays pretty good foot technique and route diagnostic ability underneath. Versatile,

playing a ton of slot in addition to working on the boundary at Colorado. Effective blitzer. Scheme limited.

Grabby at times. Not a presence in the run game.

Plus run defender with a quick mental processor and natural spatial awareness. Takes decent angles in

the run game, and sorts through trash to find ball carriers. Wins with hand usage and inside counters on

passing downs, and displays decent leverage. Not explosive from the hip down though, and struggles to

convert speed to power or consistently win with burst around the outside hip. Delayed coming off the

ball. Doesn't display great bend but will flash flexibility every once in a while.

Playmaker with the ball in his hand on defense and special teams. Fits the topper mold of not being a

great tackler but having range on the back end. Impressive acceleration. Smooth hips that can flip open

at the drop of a hat. Heistant in zone coverage depth, and can get hurt by timing routes.

Dynamic inside and outside the pocket. Clean delivery. Good arm for his frame. Quick to recognize and

process coverages/blitzes. Inconsistent ball placement, especially downfield. His touch comes and goes.

Antsy at times. Undersized.

Great mental processing. Quick to diagnose routes and play design. Click and close mechanics clean.

Smooth hips. Has the speed to take the tight 9. Aggressive, but not a great tackler in space as he likes to

spear ball carriers.

Undersized sideline to sideline backer. Fluid coverage ability. Has the discipline to stays home in

intermediate zones. Doesn't vacate when attacked with crossers. Has the vision to find ball carriers in

trash, but can get washed in stack and shed. Struggles to finish bigger backs. Eyes got caught in backfield

at times.

Strong pass protector who has the power to seal off even the strongest defenders in half-man looks.

Played tackle, but lacks the ideal smoothness you look for out of his kick. Has the play strength to slide

inside, and with his tackle background I expect he will have no problem working to the second level.

Waist bender though.

Checks all the boxes from a tools perspective. Long player that plays with decent leverage. Fires out of his

stance. Rarely see guys his size that can beat you around your outside hip, but he can. Has a nice inside

counter and can split defenders as well. Lacks functional strength though. Turn on the Saint Francis tape,

and you'll see an undersized TE wash him all game. I question whether he has the play strength to hold

up as a two gap run defender against next level comp. Not a 34 base end right now, better fit losing 10

pounds and sliding outside. Plays really tall, doesn't win with bend or cornering ability.

Good redirect on initial press. Has loose hips and can match WRs brakes out of stems. Heavy feet in a

straight line though. May have trouble defending vertical routes. Lacks discipline. Will travel right out of

his zone assignment chasing an offensive player.

Good size and movement ability. Physical runner. Good anticipation on timing routes. Terrible footwork.

Opens up his lower half every time he throws. Throws a lot of jump balls, but not in the traditional sense:

he actually jumps to put power behind his throws. Inconsistent ball placement down the field. Scheme

and weapons limit tight window opportunities and make life a lot easier on him. Needs to be remapped

from a mechanical standpoint. Limited game action. Ball security a concern. Check hand size.



70



Kareem Hunt



RB6



Toledo



59



Role Player



Versatile



71



JuJu Smith-Shuster



WR7



USC



58



Role Player



Split End



72



Antonio Garcia



OT4



Troy



58



Role Player



Flex



73



Eddie Vanderdoes



DL4



UCLA



58



Role Player



Versatile



74



Brad Kaaya



QB5



Miami



57



Role Player



West Coast



75



Daeshon Hall



EDGE12



Texas A&amp;M



57



Role Player



5-Technique



76



Zay Jones



WR8



East Carolina



57



Role Player



Flanker



77



Nathan Peterman



QB6



Pittsburgh



57



Role Player



Erhardt-Perkins



78



D'Onta Foreman



RB7



Texas



56



Role Player



Gap Blocking



79



Nico Siragusa



OG5



San Diego State



56



Role Player



Gap Blocking



80



Wayne Gallman



RB8



Clemson



55



Role Player



Versatile



81



Alex Anzalone



LB7



Florida



55



Role Player



MIKE



82



Will Holden



OG6



Vanderbilt



55



Role Player



Zone Blocking



83



Marlon Mack



RB9



South Florida



55



Role Player



Outside Zone



85



Isaiah Ford



WR9



Virginia Tech



54



Role Player



Flanker



86



Jake Butt



TE7



Michigan



54



Role Player



In-Line



87



Marcus Maye



SAF10



Florida



54



Role Player



Cover 2



88



Cordrea Tankersley



CB11



Clemson



54



Role Player



Cover 3



Churner that consistently finds a way to pick up extra yards. Strong runner that does a great job of

shaking off arm tacklers and second level defenders. Solid lateral agility as well, makes guys miss in open

field. Ball security is a plus. Squatty frame. Great pass blocker. Good hands as well. Long speed not bad.

Interesting blend of vertical separation and size. But physicality in traffic and at the catch point doesn't

match that frame. Young in age and reps at WR. Intriguing straightline game, but runs a basic tree and

needs to learn how to win in the intermediate area of the field. Isn't explosive out of his breaks.

Very long. Not explosive out of the drive/catch phase, but really smooth there and because he is long he

recovers well. Solid anchor. Looks for work. Mirrors from the hip down very well. His big issue is hand

placement. Allows defenders to get inside his chinstrap too often.

Flashed immense talent in 2014 and early in 2015, but has not looked the same since getting injured.

Intriguing twitch for his size. Isn't very active with his hands, but is stout in stack phase, though the shed

portion is another story. Medical seems like a mess. Balance in the backfield appears to be effected most

be the injuries.

Good touch and footwork, though at times the front hip can leak out. Route development anticipation is

pretty good. Prototypical "game manager". Does not like to push the ball down the field. Below average

zip on intermediate passes. Has not progressed very much in his time at Miami.

Trait backwards player. Lacks the explosiveness to be a premier sack generator, which pigeonholes him

to a early down rotational 43 end type role. But he plays tall and gets stood up as run defender at times,

so won't win all the time on early downs. Slippery guy for his size though. Has strong hands and takes

good angles when shooting gaps, which is how he wins in both the run/pass game. Just not sure he fits a

singular role.

Nice speed/height blend. Natural feel sitting in zones. Quick, but not a great YAC creator. Very thin frame.

Not great in contested situations. A lot of production came on bubble screens.

Smart player that has a natural feel for reading defenses and working through progressions. Good

footwork. Nice touch. Good natural anticipation. Accurate in tight intermediate windows. Good athlete

that can throw well on the run. Quick release. Limited arm strength, doesn't look to throw vertically very

often. Great WC variant fit (think Sean McVay).

Absolute bowling ball, with just good enough feet. Obviously isn't a lateral runner, but tries to be at times

which won't work at the next level. Doesn't diagnose quickly as a pass protector. Limited value on 3rd

down. No reason to assume weight management will be an issue, but it should be monitored just because

he can not afford to get any heavier.

Power player who can set an anchor against anyone. Showcases strong upper half when limiting stunt

penetration without a set base. Powerful drive off the ball in the run game. Short of a clunker in space,

but when he finds his assignment on gap runs he can move them.

Fast back that loves to pop outside. Nice lateral agility and open field ability. Vision in between the

tackles is really inconsistent. Good at times, but awful at others. Plus pass catcher. Willing in pass pro,

but tends to spear and needs work on his approach there.

Read and react LB who flies around. Wins between the ears pre-snap. Good finisher in the open field. Just

okay in stack and shed though. Good feel in zone coverage, but can't cover elite TEs man to man. Missed a

lot of college time, but medical concerns are overstated.

Converted tackle who impressed at guard in Mobile. Keeps great half man relationship. Powerful enough

to survive inside. Short arms, but efficient at using them to create leverage and keep defenders away

from his frame. Consistent seal in pass pro. Showcases a strong anchor for a tackle convert. Good short

area quickness. Can get a solid base down on reach blocks. Lacks the smoothness out of his kick to defend

the outside hip as a tackle.

Great lateral acceleration and open field anticipation. Can create out of thin air, and not just in the big

play sense. Good ball skills. Perfect fit for Outside Zone. Ball security may be an issue, but fixing his arm

swing likely sets him back as a runner. Lacks elite long speed. Often tries to create when nothing is there

though, resulting in big losses.

Lanky WR that wins by adjusting to jump balls. Doesn't always make it look pretty, but makes some

fantastic grabs. Didn't run a full tree at Virginia Tech but his sluggo stop-N-go move is fantastic at

creating separation. Good speed. Can create after the catch, but plays too fast at times, prone to cutting

off routes and dropping easy passes.

Well-rounded TE with a long medical. Efficient route runner with soft hands and a little YAC ability.

Willing blocker, but often high on his contact points. Not overly physical down the field or when getting

release.

Combination safety with natural anticipation in coverage and impressive form tackling to pair with it.

Physical, aggressive, and takes efficient angles to the ball. CoD ability iffy down the field. Can lose the ball

down the field,

Long corner with straightline speed. Does a good job playing the ball down field. Has trouble sinking his

hips and matching quicker guys out of their stem. Can be overzealous in underneath zone coverage.



89



Chris Godwin



WR10



Penn State



53



Role Player



Flanker



90



J.J. Dielman



OG7



Utah



53



Role Player



Flex



91



Larry Ogunjobi



DL5



Charlotte



52



Role Player



4i-Technique



92



Amara Darboh



WR11



Michigan



52



Role Player



Split End



93



Ahkello Witherspoon



CB12



Colorado



52



Role Player



Press Man



94



Xavier Woods



SAF11



Louisiana Tech



51



Role Player



Cover 1 Robber



95



Bucky Hodges



TE8



Virginia Tech



51



Role Player



Big Slot



96



Tyler Orlosky



OC3



West Virgnia



51



Role Player



Flex



97



Raekwon McMillan



LB8



Ohio State



51



Role Player



34 MIKE/WILL



98



Chad Williams



WR12



Grambling State



51



Role Player



Split End



99



Dalvin Tomlinson



DL6



Alabama



51



Role Player



Sliding Two Gapper



100



Jamaal Williams



RB10



BYU



51



Role Player



Inside Zone



101



Jabrill Peppers



SAF12



Michigan



50



Role Player



Cover 1 Robber



102



Caleb Brantley



DL7



Florida



50



Role Player



3-Technique



103



Samaje Perine



RB11



Oklahoma



50



Role Player



Gap Blocking



104



Taywan Taylor



WR13



Western Kentucky



49



Backup



Split End



105



Danny Isidora



OG8



Miami



49



Backup



Gap Blocking



106



Michael Roberts



TE9



Toledo



48



Backup



In-Line



Physical guy that lays people out as a blocker. Doesn't bring that same physicality to the catch point

though. Can highpoint the ball, but often loses it during contact on the way down. Doesn't seem like a

very good athlete, and lateral/explosion testing numbers while be interesting to analyze. Does have some

smooth long speed though, and though he won't create lateral separation by sinking his hips, he's smooth

coming out of his breaks as well.

Interesting blend of well placed footwork, hand technique, and upper body strength. Lacks power in his

lower half though, getting knocked off his base more than you'd like. Radar at the second level could use

work. Lack of interior reps and medical make this cloudy though.

Squatty B-gapper that can play on all three downs. Hand technique in the trenches is impressive. Can

disengage in stack very well. Extremely strong upper body. Threw guys around on the lower levels.

Against better comp, didn't look as hot. Reaction time is poor. Roitinely the last one off the line.

Has a knack for making plays. Physical. Slow to accelerate, but his long speed seems to surprise opposing

CBs at times. Lots of acrobatic plays on tape, but a big part of that is due to his lack of suddenness and

inability to separate. Plays like a TE. Can't figure out why he is so wide open all the time.

Long and fluid CB that checks every physical box. Gets good positioning down the field, and is able to get

his eyes around to make plays on the ball. Reaction time is not great. Gives up inside release way too

easily. One of of the worst tackling CBs I have ever seen. Gets shaken easily in open field.

Sound tackler who takes decent approach angles. Anticipatory in route development. Baits well. Ball

skills pretty good. Lacks long speed in pursuit. Feet are a bit clunky down the field. Stiff hips.

Played TE in 2015 and WR in 2016, but will be a match-up nightmare against LBs at the next level. While

he's a willing blocker on the limited reps he saw inside, has a lot of work to do there. Lacks the quickness

out of his breaks or ability to sink his hips needed to be a move TE or WR, but the ball skills and vertical

speed make him an intriguing downfield threat up the seam. Would like to see him fill out his frame a bit

more.

Efficient footwork and impressive upper body strength. Uses that combo in recovery, to dictate defenders

away from the pocket when beat off the line by quick gap shooters. Active hands that bat away leverage

attempts by defenders. While the feet are efficient, they aren't quick. Struggles to set a base on reach

blocks and to play in space.

Thumper who takes bad approach angles and off center launch points. Understands run fit

responsibilities though. Needs to shed off blocks and finish more consistently. Horrible diagnostic skills,

gets fooled in coverage and even in the run game at times. Really struggles to change directions. Doesn't

explode coming back to the ball. Mobile QBs will be a nightmare with him.

Downfield threat with natural hands and a strong upper body. Didn't run a full route tree. Not all that

sudden out of his breaks, but detailed in the routes he does run. Was mostly used vertically at Grambling.

Another undersized pure run defender from Alabama. Better mental processing and concept diagnostics

ability than Jarran Reed, but not as strong in his upper body. Just strong enough to hold the stack and

decipher. Can be caught in bad positions before he is set because he gets off the ball delayed. Limited

athlete.

Big and slippery. Pretty good initial burst for his size. Nice anticipation and timing on jump cuts. Runs

with ideal pad level. Good hands. Lacks top end long speed. Can play on all three downs, though more a

safety valve type than dynamic pass catcher.

Versatile disguise box piece that is athletic enough to handle intermediate zone coverage against slot

WRs and move TEs. Explodes coming down hill. Struggles to change of direction in the open field. Doesn't

have the hips or smooth back pedal to play last line.

Slippery interior defender who wins with hand usage and one gap penetration. Great motor. Won't hold

up as a base 1T, but can slide there in NASCAR looks if need be. Can overshoot gaps at times in the run

game. Not quick enough to shoot gaps.

Physical back. Dominant power on the second level. Runs with good pad level. Pretty good athlete for his

size, and has just enough long speed. Instincts are just okay. Did not play that well outside the Big 12,

when his OL saw better comp and weren't giving him monster holes. Very inconsistent, but looks like a

1st round talent at his peaks. Not a cutback runner. Decent pass blocker, but awareness there could use

work.

Very athletic. Can separate vertically with the best of them. Pretty strong and physical for 6'1"/190. Good

after the catch too. Extremely inconsistent hands and ball security. Lot of Cody Latimer here. Upside play.

Bowling ball that can absorb blows with the best of them. Plays with great pad level. Brick wall when feet

are set. Struggles to reset a base in space. Not going to get in place on reach blocks. See a lot of Shawn

Lauvao here.

Big and productive in red zone. Limited athlete that will struggle to separate, but actually not horrible at

making guys miss with the ball in his hands., Not a great blocker for his size. Plays tall and struggles to

keep leverage when engaged.



Bump and run corner whose best trait is disrupting releases at the line. Press hand placement is

consistent, and has strong hands behind his jabs. Struggles to react to quick hitting timing routes and

drive out of click because of his build. Ball tracking isn't great. Can lose it in the air. Ball skills down the

field are poor. Clean slate as a tackler. As in, he does not know how to tackle.

Trait backwards player. Long and lean frame, but lets it go as a blocker. Does tend to spear, but willing to

get in the muck. Lumbering in and out of his routes. Ability down the field and at the catch point is

nothing special.

Great read and react ability in underneath zones. Crazy ball skills and nose for the ball. Physical for his

size. Flys to the ball in the run game. Lacks athletic ability, and the uber quick WRs will take advantage.

Needs to clean up false footwork.

Surprising feet for his size. Play fullback in highschool and rotated in the C gap as Washington. Squatty

player, but not sure he is stout enough to play true nose. Play strength is just okay. I would lighten him up

and play him as a early down B gapper to take advantage of his unique traits. Doesn't have great field

awareness, looks surprised by incoming blockers as a two gapper at times,

Lanky safety who is made for the box and will be best utlized as a linebacker (think Mark Barron usage).

Physical tackler in space. Needs to fill out frame. Lacks fludity. Can't cover at all. CoD is really bad. Gets

exposed at route break.



107



Brian Allen



CB13



Utah



48



Backup



Press Man



108



Cole Hikutini



TE10



Louisville



48



Backup



In-Line



109



Jalen Tabor



CB14



Florida



48



Backup



Zone Coverage



110



Elijah Qualls



DL8



Washington



47



Backup



3-Technique



111



Josh Harvey-Clemons



LB9



Louisville



47



Backup



43 SAM



112



Takkarist McKinley



EDGE13



UCLA



47



Backup



34 JACK



Raw project with a lot of work to do. Lean and twitchy. Not a lot of nuance to his game, just throws

himself into defenders at times. Plays with high pad level. Not very agile. Medical a question.



113



Travin Dural



WR14



LSU



47



Backup



Flanker



Strong receiver with natural hands. Hampered by bad QB play. Precise route runner. Possession type that

isn't going to win with separation at the next level. Good blocker.



114



Cameron Sutton



CB15



Tennessee



47



Backup



Nickel



115



Carlos Watkins



DL9



Clemson



46



Backup



3-Technique



116



James Conner



RB12



Pittsburgh



46



Backup



Inside Zone



117



Taylor Moton



OG9



Western Michigan



45



Backup



Gap Blocking



118



Tre'Davious White



CB16



LSU



45



Backup



Zone Coverage



119



Ar'Darius Stewart



WR15



Alabama



45



Backup



Flanker



120



Jordan Leggett



TE11



Clemson



45



Backup



In-Line



121



Aaron Jones



RB13



UTEP



44



Backup



Gap Blocking



122



Desmond King



CB17



Iowa



44



Backup



Nickel



123



Noah Brown



WR16



Ohio State



44



Backup



Flanker



124



Jeremy Sprinkle



TE12



Arkansas



43



Backup



In-Line



Big blocking type, with soft hands and some jump ball ability. Hulk of a man. Not terrible straight line

speed, but corners like a house. Not going to be used on quick hitting timing routes.



125



Montravius Adams



DL10



Auburn



43



Backup



3-Technique



Snap jumper with the burst to slide up and down the line. Lacks the balance needed to pivot and bring

down QBs/RBs in the backfield. Doesn't know how to use his hands at all. Plays tall. When an opposing OL

sinks his teeth into him, he cannot disengage and gets washed.



Confident and smart corner whose competitive toughness shines on the field. Has some athletic concerns

down the field, but feet are extremely efficient to make up for that. Effort is there in run support, but

struggles to make an impact there as he is so undersized.

Technically sound rotational piece with a nice motor. Creates pressure with lateral agility and balance on

stunts. Slow off the ball. Lacks strength in his lower half. Gets washed in vertical hat on hat sets. Doesn't

generate pressure against set bases well, and lacks the quickness to shoot gaps.

Physical runner that works through second level contact well. Nice feet. Natural feel and vision. Good

long speed at his weight. Balance and CoD skills good for size as well. Great pad level. Not overly flashy,

but there are not a lot of flaws in his game. Injury history not ideal.

Jermon Bushrod 2.0. Definitely sliding him inside at the next level, tape was much better there in 2015.

Powerful at the point of attack, but technique is a mess. Inconsistent in setting a base, resulting in pad

level and leverage angles being all over the place. Grappling ability may be the most unrefined in the

class. Allows defenders to get right up in his frame.

Grabby zone only CB that lacks special athletic traits. Tries to make up for that with anticipatory route

diagnosis and quick breaks to the ball. Great ball skills though, gets his head around and plays the ball

well in the air. Bites hard on head fakes and dino steps. Has the skillset to move to safety.

Works well through contact, especially for his size. Great vertical speed. Creates well after the catch.

Willing blocker who launches himself into defenders. Inconsistent hands though.

Big, strong, and lethargic. Good vertical threat who can be physical at the catch point. Doesn't showcase

his size well as a blocker though. Lacks the change of direction skills to be a proficient route runner in a

timing based offense.

Bigger back that loves to run with a head of steam. Light on his feet. UTEP loved pitching him the ball and

letting him work on second level defenders. Decisive runner. Can't arm tackle him. Inconsistent vision

between the tackles. Goes to a not very good spin move too often.

Physical nickel corner who tracks the ball well and has a knack for creating turnovers. Grabby. Will be

behind the eightball against quicker slots. Footwork isn't clean, which with below average athleticism is

an issue.

Strong receiver. Polished for a young sophomore. Willing blocker. Not all that quick out of his stems.

Long speed is not where he wins. Don't see him winning vertically, and can't jump out the gym or

consistently high point the ball.



126



Malachi Dupre



WR17



LSU



43



Backup



Split End



127



Ben Gedeon



LB10



Michigan



43



Backup



MIKE



128



Curtis Samuel



RB14



Ohio State



43



Backup



Complementary



129



Aviante Collins



OT5



TCU



43



Backup



Zone Blocking



130



Rasul Douglas



CB18



West Virginia



43



Backup



Press Man



131



Elijah McGuire



RB15



Louisiana-Lafayette



42



Backup



Versatile



132



Ryan Switzer



WR18



North Carolina



42



Backup



Slot



133



Brian Hill



RB16



Wyoming



42



Backup



Gap Blocking



134



Kendall Beckwith



LB11



LSU



41



Backup



34 WILL



135



Cooper Kupp



WR19



Eastern Washington



41



Backup



Flanker



136



Tarell Basham



EDGE14



Ohio



41



Backup



5-Technique



137



Adam Shaheen



TE13



Ashland



41



Backup



In-Line



138



Elijah Hood



RB17



North Carolina



41



Backup



Versatile



139



Eric Smith



OT6



Virginia



40



Backup



Versatile



140



Damontae Kazee



CB19



San Diego State



40



Backup



Zone Coverage



141



Noble Nwachukwu



DL11



West Virginia



40



Backup



4i-Technique



142



Justin Davis



RB18



USC



39



Third String



Versatile



143



Joe Mathis



EDGE15



Washington



39



Third String



7-Technique



144



Tedric Thompson



SAF13



Colorado



38



Third String



Cover 3



Nice frame. Good at adjusting to the ball in the air. Long speed isn't bad. Really struggles to separate at

the line though. Body catcher who struggles to use size advantage and attack the ball at the catch point.

Upright runner who doesn't change directions well and doesn't sink his hips well when breaking out of

routes. Terrible awareness as a blocker in space. Blocks the wrong direction, runs into ball carrier lanes,

and outright whiffs defenders in the open field.

Sturdy LB who diagnoses plays accurately from a mental processing standpont. Plays the run with a clear

plan, and put himself in good position. Sorts through trash well. Slow to transtition his correct reads from

his eyes to the field, due slow reaction time and heavy feet. Will be a coverage liability.

Explosive straightline burst. A little tight hipped. Doesn't make you miss in the open field like you would

expect. I prefer him in the backfield over out wide, as he is not a refined route runner, and doesn't win by

sining his hips and exploding out of stem. Hands are hit or miss as well.

Developmental tackle that wins with mirroring. Good footwork. Very smooth out of his kick. Technique

from hip up needs some work. Unrefined punch. Prone to long scooping movements rather than quick

repelling jabs.

Long, grabby corner who plays heistant. Relies on length and a strong press to win at the line. Tracks the

ball well in the air. Feet are heavy, but pretty efficient. Not athletic enough to hold up against top NFL

WRs, especially in start and stop.

Good size. Athletic. Nice initial burst. Solid hands. Shows flashes as a downhill runner, but kicks outside

too often. CoD and lateral agility are not where he wins. Needs to work on staying North to South. Below

average vision. Not a great pass blocker, but tries and has the frame to improve.

Not the prettiest prospect, but a slot type that is quick out of his breaks and can hold onto a ball while

getting drilled. Gets great vertical release. Uses vision to create after the catch more so than elite cutting

ability. Runs upright. Not a natural hands catcher, ball skills down the field are inconsistent.

A tough eval with Wyoming's lack of OL talent, as they rarely creates holes. Has good feet and balance.

Vision is a plus as well. Willing in pass pro. Burst comes and goes. The rare flashes are intriguing, but

they are few and very far between. Extremely indecisive at times.

Big, disciplined backer that can thump. Takes on blockers and displays decent disengagement, but

misses too many tackles. Plays with high pad level and struggles to break down in space. Will likely miss

a big chunk of rookie season due to ACL.

Technician who doesn't do any single thing really well. Consistent hands. Good size, and wins in

contested situations. Vertical speed just good enough for his size. Good balance. Struggles to sink his hips

and explode out of his breaks.

Stiff, limited athlete that overpowered lower level comp. Violent and active hands. Good assortment of

moves, but with his lack of explosiveness there is not much to be scared of outside. Slow reaction time to

snap. Really strong though. Big question is if that strength transfers to production against NFL tackles.

Big in-line target with soft hands. Physical at the point of attack as a blocker. Some vertical jump ball

ability to match a nice catch radius. Not a intermediate change of direction guy at the stem.

Big, strong back that keeps his feet churning. Good balance. Initial burst is inconsistent, but he flashes it

at times and looks like a really good player. Makes me think he may have been injured at times. Not a

pass catching back, and limited reps passing blocking on 3rd down.

Hyperactive effort. Hustler who leaves it all on the field. Good footwork. Clean out of his kick. Strong

upper body that can hold up in anchor, but plays very tall and doesn't generate power from his legs when

attacking. Maybe that will change with his hand in the dirt. Hand technique needs a ton of work. He's a

scooper, and is too easy to disengage from as his limbs aren't active. Radar in space isn't great.

Ballhawk who flies to the ball. Mental processing box very much checked. Anticipatory breaks in zone.

Nick click and close downhill in both the run and underneath passing game. Lacks straightline speed.

Backpedal isn't smooth.

Churning 4i that knows how to get off blocks. Takes good angles in the run game. Good processing speed.

Rotational interior run plugger day 1. Not overly explosive, but has a decent motor and can work into

throwing lanes on passing downs, which many two gappers struggle with. Appears to be cutting weight

though.

Polished, decisive runner. Very good change of direction skills. Runs very upright, with a tall frame to

boot. Bevy of ankle issues at USC. Medical will be vital.

Speed to power is his game. Heavy hands. Fantastic drive out of box tech. Medical will be a huge question.

Motor is not good. Trending undraftable until a crazy four game sack stretch where it clicked and he

looked like Michael Strahan. Maturity questions in his past. Supposedly improved in that regard after

having a baby, but I am not sure. Have heard him bad mouth coaching staff during pre-draft process.

Instinctual coverage topper who can act on what he sees quickly, which helps cover up his athletic

limiations. Can get baited underneath at times. Absolute zero as a run defender, taking bad launch angles

and not consistently wrapping.



Plays with good leverage in the run game. Strong upper body that can throw off blockers when he

reaches landmarks. Great motor. Undersized rotational piece who lacks explosion or twitch inside.

Limited athlete.

Decent athlete (though he didn't test like it at all) that can win around the outside hip. Has a very good

inside swim move to pair with his wide 9 rush, and he goes to it a lot. Inconsistent get-off out of the stance

9-Technique/34 JACK

though. At times comes off the ball delayed, but when he times it up right, he's twitchy. Decisive downhill

open field tackler. Not all that flexible, doesn't corner that well.

Stout center who plays through the whistle. Straightline drive blocker. Grapple lacks suction, as

defenders slide right off. Radar in space needs work. Gets off center very easily. Limited athlete. Left

Gap Blocking

handed snapper.

Tall, lean frame. Good arm talent. Big transition coming from Texas Tech and Cal offenses. Solid

movement ability in the pocket. Good deep ball placement, but takes a lot of chances downfield. Decision

Air Coryell

making is inconsistent. Seems slow to pickup what defenses are doing from a scheme prospective. Not a

narrow window passer. Maturity? Has all the tools. See a lot of Ryan Mallett here.

Flexible rusher that wins with nice get off and cornering ability. Looks to attack outside, and doesn't

9-Technique/34 JACK really have a counter or look to attack across the hip. Struggles to disengage when you get hands on him.

Played a lot of contain at TCU. Rotational pass rusher.

Blazing fast player, but has the balance and strength to bounce off guys too. A lot of his production was

possible because of his dominant OL, but he has a good hesitation move that can make guys miss in open

Gap Blocking

field. Weird career arc.

Showcases good hand usage and pursuit ability in the run game. No a great tackler. Does not have the

baseline physical traits or quickness needed to stick as a one gap penetrator. Will need to two gap at the

4i-Technique

next level.

Vertical player who struggles to get into his legs and convert speed to power. Solid lateral agility. Able to

shoot gaps well at times, which is impressive at his size. Nice bend off the corner. Hand usage is subpar

7-Technique

and lacks any sort of counter to disengage.

Slot guy with the speed to challenge you over the top. Extremely elusive after the catch. Sticky hands.

Great at adjusting to off target throws. Offers a lot on special teams. Great production. Needs to learn a

Slot

full tree but so quick out of his breaks that he will pick it up quick.

Extremely inconsistent. When he is on, displays a nice seal in the pass game and a strong drive on combo

blocks. Creates leverage with his long arms. Flashes the ability to be just smooth enough out of his kick.

Flex

Sort of a technical mess at times. Needs to sustain a solid base even when things break down. Reaction

time (to both the snap and opponents counters) is an issue.
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Ryan Glasgow



DL12



Michigan



38



Third String



4i-Technique
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Ryan Anderson



EDGE16



Alabama



37



Third String
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Jon Toth



OC4



Kentucky



37



Third String
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Davis Webb



QB7



California



37



Third String
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Josh Carraway



EDGE17



TCU



37



Third String
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Joe Williams



RB19



Utah



37



Third String
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Jaleel Johnson



DL13



Iowa



36



Third String
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Dawuane Smoot



EDGE18



Illinois



36



Third String
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Trent Taylor



WR20



Louisiana Tech



35



Third String
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Conor McDermott



OT7



UCLA



34



Third String
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Davon Godchaux



DL14



LSU



32



Third String



4i-Technique
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Dan Skipper



OT8



Arkansas



32



Third String



Gap Blocking
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Kermit Whitfield



WR21



Florida State



31



Third String



Slot
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Jordan Morgan



OG10



Kutztown



30



Long Shot



Flex
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Jeremy McNichols



RB20



Boise State



29



Long Shot



Versatile
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Taylor Gadbois



OT9



Southeastern Louisiana



28



Long Shot



Zone Blocking
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DeMarcus Walker



EDGE19



Florida State



28



Long Shot



7-Technique
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Jamari Staples



WR22



Louisville



27



Long Shot



Split End
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Brady Gustafson



QB8



Montana



27



Long Shot



Versatile



Low end rotational piece who wins with leverage and disengaging swims in stack and shed. Really

delayed coming off the ball. Lacks strength and pocket pushing ability. Motor runs hot and cold.

Long and powerful. Strong punch off the line. Not that slow out of his kick for his size. Plays with low

hands and struggles in space though. Long and powerful. Strong punch off the line. Not that slow out of

his kick for his size. Plays with low hands and struggles in space though. Skillset would play well inside

but too tall to pull that off.

Slightly taller version of Jakeem Grant with better CoD sills. Asset in the return game. Uber quick. Able to

get crazy separation out of his breaks. Tries to do too much after the catch at times, but has the potential

to be very good there. In traffic scenarios are few and far between on tape, but he held up nicely in

limited chances. Game comes fast for him right now.

Scoop and carry guy. Really strong at the point of attack. Aggressive out of his stance. Lacks the

movement skills to play tackle. Plays really tall. Carries his hands very low. Transition inside seems

natural, but wasn't comfortable there in Mobile until the game.

Strong runner with good balance and pad level. Useful on 3rd down. Not all that quick or fast. Looks to

run kick runs outside, which isn't ideal with his below average speed. Vision is not good, runs into backs

of offensive linemen. Ball security an issue.

Small school guy with tape against guys like Randy Gregory at Miami. Explosive strength. Great anchor

when set. Active hands. Prone to overextend. Plays with poor balance and gets knocked off his base

easily. Waist bender. Poor radar in space.

Limited tweener that attacks the outside hip like he has the twitch of Vic Beasley. Needs to make a body

change. I would lean him up and hope the quickness matches his play style, but you could try to put 10

pounds on him and slide him inside as well. Struggles to get off the ball though.

One of the most gifted WRs in the class. But hasn't figured it out. Tall. Jumps out of the gym. Strong in

contested situations. Fast in a straight line, but lacks quickness or acceleration needed to separate on

intermediate routes. Slow out of his breaks. Focus drops an issue. Needs to nail interviews.

Developmental guy with a lot to like. Great size. Clean delivery. Doesn't force ball into tight windows.

Stays calm in the pocket. Not elite level ball placement, but workable. Just okay arm for his frame.
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